
Write from the Htart 

Write froni the Heart: 
The Keys to Motivation 

Introduction 

Teaching writing courses at a small New Hampshire 
college provides many rewards, the usual setbacks. but most 
importantly some real challenges. Writing instructors at all 
levels share similar experiences and concerns about teach
ing writing. As they struggle to improve academic perfor
mance, they, too, search for the answer to a question that I 
have been wrestling with for over thirty years: What can be 
done to improve students' writing? 

Poor writing seems to be the plague of this century, 
but it is not a new disease. The ''writing crisis" was first 
recognized shortly after the Civil War when in "1873 
Haivard University president, Charles E. Eliot, complained 

about students' poor writing, singling out 'bad spelling, ig
norance of the simplest rules of punctuation. and inelegance 
of expression"' (Silberman, 1989, p. 48). Educators today 
echo hi s concern. The results of the 1998 National Assess-
memofEducational Progress in Writing indicate that "most 
~dents are not proficient writers ... . The majority of 4111

, 

• and 12111 graders wrote at the Basic Level and only 1 
:at could. write at the Advanced Level" (p. 1 ). This fact 
th some light on the challenge that awaits when I get 

ose same students in Fundamentals of Writing, only two 
months after they graduate from high school. 

Students come to college with high expectations; how
ever, many of the students have little knowledge of college 
COnv~ntions and behavior, and still others have learning and 
CIJlottonal disabilities that impede their progress. Enthusi
: for l~g soon dwindles when perception meets re-

..__ ty. The 'bow-to's" of teaching writing take a back seat 
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to the need for motivating students to write. 
Every semester. I receive dozens of complimentary tellt· 

books promising to solve the "How to Teach Writing" prob
lem. Occasionally. I try some of the new techniques, but 
like fad diets, results are minimal. A book by Donald Graves 
(1994) that I recently encountered. added another dimen
sion to my experience. Studies conducted by Graves (1994) 

revealed that the teachers are the key element in improving 
students' writing. "Good teachers of writing are good teach· 
ers" (p. 4). They encourage students to express wh31 they 
know and help them reach their potential In an earlier work. 
Graves (1983) tells us to get to know the students, to listen 
to their stories, to their concerns-to learn from them. He 
also discusses methods of teaching writing. but more im· 

plicitly, he is talking about de· 
veloping an environment con· 
ducive to teaming~ key fac
tor in motivating students to 
write. Answers to my qutStion 
started to emerge as I shifted 
my focus to factors affecting 
learning. 

Recognizing pattern~ 
of behavior. attitude~. and 
achievement led me to scruti· 

nize more closely a recent situation that occurred on the 
first class meeting of College Composition. Getting co c~ 
early is standard procedure. For the most~ I am alone'° 
this. Imagine my surprise when a fine-looking young man 
beat me to the door (and opened it). offered to C2lT'f my 
bags (I had two). and proceeded to introduce lum5Clf (co~
plete with a laundry list of disabilities). all within a nunul~' 
time. Both pleased and perplexed. I encouraged I.he di • 

course: ~ class?" 
"So you really don't think you can p:i.>S • 
"N~ professor. I barely made it through fund;unenWs 

of Wri~g the second time. Actually. I got 1 D. and m: 
h 

·ct ·'--• I would probably never male LI tluoU~ 
teac er sru UJjll • 000•1 ....t \his 
English 120. I am a hard worker. but I~ . ~- . 
tuff I don •t know what I will do withoUt a tutor: I jUSl 

s ' t. do this myself. Why do l h.ave to wnte c. > 11112'° 
can "f l pduate 
way-I aro going to own a rcstllUJ'8Dl t C\Cf • 
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Tune ran out before we could complete the dialogue, 
but as he poured his heart out. I got the m~ge: ~s stu
dent had n poor perception of himself, of bis ability, an~ 
consequently. about renching his goals. Unfonunately, this 
wasn't the first time I bad beard similnr tales of gloom and 
doom. Obviously. l had to do more than teach Process Writ
ing. Exploring the factors that affect motiv~o~ to learn. 
1;pecifically motivation to write, became a pnonty. and as 

mentioned above. the catalyst for this study. 

Re,iew of the Literature 

reinforces what McCombs (2000) concludes in her research 

on motivation: 

The teacher is the key player. None of the above 
is possible without a caring, supporth'.e teacher. 
This understanding helps teachers real1::.e that al
most everything they do in the classroom has a 
motivational influence on students-either posi
tive or negative. This includes the way informa
tion is presented, the kinds of activities teachers 
use, the way teachers interact with students, and 
the amount of choice and control given to students 

(p. 1). 

No one would argue that the ability to express oneself 

15 
central to being educatcd-"that writing ability relates The teacher is clearly dominant in the motivational 

directly to learning and to thinking'· (White, 1985. p. xi). equation. . 
Most would agree, too. that the teaehing of writing is seri- Helping students to see that the benefits of good wnt
ou bu incss. Teachers at every level drill the pans of ing outweigh its considerable effort and risk is the chal
specch, the reasons for punctuation. and the organization of lenge. One way to achieve the motivation-to-write so.lu
paragr.iphs. For decades, penmanship. spelling. puncrua- tion is to "nurture functional beliefs about writing" (Brurung 
tion. and grammar have been revered rather than just re- & Hom, 2000, p. 2). Students who perceive that writing is 
spected (Silbennan. 1989). To students. "good writing" important for academic, vocational. and personal goals are 
nanslato into a demand for perfect writing. When taken to more likely to approach writing with a positive attit_U~e. 
such eittremes, students shut down. Students become afraid Graves (1994) encourages us to help students see "wnung 
of ma.king errors. Any anempt at writing is shallow and of- as a powerful tool to influence others and to clarify their 

ten rejected. Students learn that they cannot please the own thinking" (p. 44). 
teacher. A vicious cycle develops. Students play it safe by Students who have opportunities to participate in au
writing as little as possible. As a result, skills arc not devel- thentic writing goals and assignments and who receive ap
opcd. and the disease becomes an epidemic. propriate reactions to their writing are more likely to suc-

Trying to reach students who have lost interest. who ceed. The choice of assignment and the teacher's attitude 
have poor perceptions of their abilities. nnd who fail to see about the writing activity are crucial. According to Bruning 
the relevance in their schoolwork is equally as important as and Hom (2000) writing tasks that are meaningful offer 
che><r>ing the optimum writing pedagogy. Teaching writing opportunities for self-improvement, autonomy. and social 
requires special auention to the process of motivation. "Mo- interaction are motivating and fruitful. The teacher's guid
tivation is ccrwnly not something the teacher turns on and ance and feedback play a significant role in developing stu
off Ill \\ill.. . Rather. it is a process in which the lcamer·s dent confidence and willingness to write. Bandura (1997) 
tnternal energies are directed toward various goals" (Blair. (as cited in Jones, 1977; Meyer, 1992 & Rosenthal, 1978) 
Jones & Simp:;on. 1967, p. 168). Bandura (1997) further points out "that teachers' evaluative reactions can influ
no<cs that "efficacy beliefs play a central role in the cogni- ence Students· judgments of their capabilities and scholas
tivc regulation of motivation. .•. People fonn beliefs about tic performances" (p. 225). Belief in one's competence is a 
whal they can do. they anticipate likely positive and nega- strong motivator. Self-efficacy (Bandura. 1997) benefits 
U\ie outcomes of different pursuits. and they set goals for students with lower anxiety. greater persistence, and less 
lhemsclve ·· (p. 121). Meeting and maintaining performance frustration in writing tasks. 
~ enha.nccs self-efficacy. Motivation to accomplish Another factor affecting motivation to write is "pro
wnting t.asks i dependent on feelings of adequacy. effi- viding a supportive context for writing" (Bruning & Horn, 
cieOC). and competence. The teacher's role then is to pro- p. 9). Teachers need to foster realistic attitudes about de
vidc the environment where motivation can flourish. veloping writing skills. Elbow (198 l) tells us that "writing 

According lo ~h conducted by Bruning and Hom well is a difficult.., complex, time-<:onsuming process" (p. 
<!0001. lherc are four key elements to developing motiva- 3), not a gift. "Many students believe that good writers are 
oon lO write: .. nurturing funcuonal beliefs about writin~ born, not made . ... Contemporary research has debunked 
f0$tering engagement using authentic writing tasks; pro\id- this myth-writing is essentially a problem-solving pro
mg a ~pportivecontcxt for writing; and creating a positive ccss that can be taught" (Schunk, 1991, p. 213). Students 
emotion.Ucnvironment~ (p. l ). Underthesccoodi.tions. stu- need to believe that the task is doable-that they can suc

dcnts ~I~ positive views about writing·~ ~lit>:· about_ cn- 1 ceed. Building confidence is essential. Writers who can 
gaging tn its processc • and approach wnung wuh feeling!> choose their own topics produce better results and develop 
of control and \11.ith minimal an.'tiety. Ex.amjning this list confidence, advises Graves (l 994), but fust "children need 
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to learn how to make wise choices" (p. 106). Guiding stu- lhe students have documented learning disabilities. which 
dents in choosing goals that are specific and challenging may explain their academic struggles. 
will elicit higher levels of motivation and achievement Ten of the fifteen students selected participated in the 

Fmally, yet equally important, is "creating a positive interview. Two of those srudents are recent graduates; the 
emotional environment" (Bruning & Hom. 2000, p. I 0). rest are juniors. Three of lhe ten are former students; one of 
Writing can be stressful for the most seasoned writers and them had failed a manda1ory writing competency exam and 
more so for the novice. Students who are poor writers. or had repeated the course with me. One student is a non
perceive themselves to be, feel out of control and anxious traditional student (53 year-old Vietnam Veteran), and one 
(Bandura, 1997). Lack of clarity about expectations for sue- student is from India. The remaining students were picked 
~creates feelings of frustration and negativism. Success at random from a pool of culinary/hospitality majors. Four 
IS related to attitude. and that includes the teachers·. Bandura out of the ten are women. 
(1997) notes that "teachers' beliefs in their (own] efficacy All ten students signed lhe required consent form bc
affect their general orientation toward the educational pro- fore they participated in a private, taped interview. They, 
cess as well as their specific instructional activities" (p. 241 ). along with five additional students. completed a survey. 
?Dus'. !he teacher who perceives writing as a positive activ- Interviews were transeribed and lhen secured in a locked 
ny will provide settings that foster similar beliefs. The filing cabinet 
t~~r·s perception of the student is just as important. In a ~--------------------1 
posiuve environment. "teachers regard their students as 
capa_I>Je ofbigb scholastic attainments. set challenging aca

Research Design and Validity 
demic Standards for them, and reward behaviors conducive 1--------------------t 
to intellectual development" (Bandura, 1997, p. 244). Hayes Marshall and Rossman (1999) provided the guidelines 
~d Daiker (1984) (as cited in Bruning, 2000) identify the for the qualitative research approach for this study. To en
smgle most imponant element in a writing environment as sure a "fuller understanding of the phenomena being stud
~sitive reinforcemenL Teachers not only pay close anen- ied" (Bogden & Biklin. 1998, p. 104), different data col
non to how students write, but also respond to what they leering methods were used. as shown in Figure J · Descrip
are saying. Students recognize that their voices are being live inteniew questions (see Appendix A) were developed 
heard, that their ideas and expression are valued. based on Spradley's (J 979) ethnographic research design. 

Providing an environment where students develop an The initial goal was to solicit answers to the nine questions 
appreciation for writing-where they feel safe and confi- on Spradley·s marrix concerning space. objects. aru. ac
~ent-is a challenging but necessary task. A review of the tivities. events. time. actors. goals, and feelings. More spe
liter.uure indicates that students· and teachers· attitudes and cifically. the questions sought to discover .. what events. 
~prions affect interest and ped'onnance. Improving writ- beliefs. attitudes. or policies shape this phenomenon" 
mg equates to improving self-efficacy. (Marshall & Rossman, 1999. p. 33). A m-iewofthe litera-

r---------------------1 ture further confirmed the findings. Results were reported 
following Bogden and Biklen·s (1998) strategi~ for com-

Purpose of the Study municating e\idence. 

. Concern about students' nbility to write prompted this Limitations of the Study 
inquiry. The student whom I introduced in the beginning of L-------------------~ 
this paper could be considered the caulysL Comments like 
bis demonstrate that perceptions affect success. I wanted to 
find out bow be and many like him developed attitudes about 
their writing ability. their writing 3Cliv:ities, and their writ
ing goals. Improving students' writing requires more than 
identifying the symptoms, however. Once gathered and in
terpreled.., these findings will provide necessary infonrui
tion for evaluating and changing programs and pedagogy. 

Qua.liurive research by nature has limitmioos. Bogden 
and BilJen (1998) point out that small or ooo-~ota
th·e samples cause concern about reliability. A pilol MOO) 
such as this one cann<>l be generalized to be represc:ntari\'e 
of the cullW'C under eumiruuion. Data interpm.lrion and 
conclusions are subject to the "'resemCher's opimons. pn:ju

dices. and other biases" (p. 
33) and. therefore. may 

t----------------------i affect validity. The 

~1ethods and Procedures researcher's rela

Ftftoen cu.l.in.ary/hospitality students p:uticipaied in this 
study and were chosen for several reasons. Historically. cu
linary students have received a lot of anention. Many of the 
students arc cducatioruilly cha.llcnged and man} ba1.-c failed 
writing competency exams and wnting c~. Some of 
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much as I 
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Actor 

Goal 

Table 1 - Sample Inteniew Responses ffighligbting Motivational Factors 

Cate&ories 

Domains 
Teacher 
Who believes in us 
Who is caring 
Who encourages us 

Helped with writing activities 
Who pulled things out of us 
Affects your confidence level 

Help find direction 
Make writing important 
Have high expectations 

Topic 

Really interesting 
Enjoy doing it 
Made sense 

Can pick your own topic 
Write about what you know 
Do more writing in their fields 

Where you can express yourself 
Students excel if they have an interest 
You are better when you can pick some
thing 

tned 001 to ''treat people as research subjects" (p. 35), the merus, every little detail" and the student said, "I loved ~:· 
tape recorder and the formality of the consent form made Constructive criticism motivated students to try harder. I 
some of the informants uneasy. Student responses appeared use the teacher's input to increase the quality of my work:.J 
guarded.. My interpretation of this student response is also see it as a learning experience," said another. Whether~
a limitation. tive or negative, feedback was welcomed if done appropn-

Another limitation of this study is the attempt at lrian- ately. One struggling writer found it difficult to excel when 
gulation. While providing some interesting and valuable in- the teacher neglected to offer any guidance: "Instead of 
fonnation, the survey results do not entirely coincide with telling you that everything is wrong, they should say, ·How 
the interview results. Themes and patterns emerged from about you structure it this way next time?"' This student 
the interviews that were not anticipated during survey de- was quite clear about his needs, and the teacher was not 
ign. This, however. is a minor handicap, as validation oc- meeting them. Another student reported similar dismay b~ 

curred during the literature review. saying that, "Feedback is valuable in one way because !t 
L--------------------~ tells me that I am doing something wrong, but if you don t 
Fin din~ know how to fix it. then it is useless." 

Not surprising, the last two students cited above were 
not among those who considered themselves able. Students 

Codifying interview transcripts revcaJed two distinct who lacked meaningful feedback reponed feeling helpless, 
factors affecting student motivation to write (sec Figure 2). lost, and incompetent Efficacy is related to feedba:k. .A 
Regardless of the question asked, comments about the student who failed a writing competency exam found 11 dif
teacher and the topic took the lead. Students were quite ex- ficult to regain self-worth. "When a teacher "low balls" 

3 
plicit about how the teacher's feedback, the teacher's atti- student·s grade, automatically without realizing it, the stu
tudc towards them. and the teacher's own beliefs about dent perceives themselves lfil£) as being a failure because 
teaching affected enthusiasm and success. On an equal par they did not meet the teacher's expectations or standards." 
1:. the writing assignment itself. more commonly referred to Students rated themselves according to the way they were 
by the student as the topic. Repeatedly and v.ith emphasis, evaluated. Wtstfully, a student indicated that "Most of us 
~cnts reported disgust for boring topics. a ycanung for don't know how good or bad we are until someone tells 
more control O\ er i.clection. and a leen desire to have mean- us." 

ingful assignments. Surprisingly, all of the informants indi- Additional questions concerning feedback and abili~ 
catcd that they viewed writing as important and that they provided an abundance of experiences about teacher's a~
v.ant 10 be better wnters. As each student spoke, key ele- tudes. Students who said they were good writers gave credit 
mcnts emerged identif}ing factors affecting thetr goals. to the teachers who cared about them noting that these were 

(Table I> instructors who, "made me want to try so much harder ~e 
When asked to describe themselves as writers. more next time." Another student, who in the past had hated wnt

than h~f of the tudents (63 percent>_ concluded that they ing, developed a renewed perception of his ability because 
v.crc fairly good wnters. They~ annbutcd their ability to "This year I've been getting teachers 

1 
like who are helping 

the type of idCcdbacL. they r:cc1\~ the frequency of the me out and stuff, and I am growing rmJ on it'' When asked 
feedback. an to the manner lD v.hicb the feedback was de- to "·~-'be what 'gb make 

1 1 
t wrn· e eight 

. .. 

1 

._.._u nu t peop e wan o · 
livered. One tudcnt s professor always wrote lots of com- out of the ten students responded with statements that in-
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eluded the teacher. 'The teacher's attitude has a lot to do 
with it ... Sometimes teachers talk down to students and 
make them feel stupid." One student was "'done with En
glish" after her professor "assumed the students weren't 
smart enough .... I felt it was hopeless." Comments such as 
these indicated a need for caring, supportive. and demand
ing teachers, the kind of teacher "that helped us and wanted 
us to do well." 

The role the writing teacher played in the likes of those 
interviewed surfaced repeatedly. Feelings and perceptions 
about the teacher's personal interest in and ability to teach 
dominated. All of the students felt that their personal suc
cess or failure was directly related to the teacher's enthusi
asm and competence. Nine out of the ten students cited the 
importance of strong writing teachers who are, in the words 
of one student, "picky as to what is acceptable and what is 
not" Students realize the importance of writing but know 
that they need the teacher to "pull things out of you," "to 

push us more-They can' t expect students to just do it them
selves." Weak writers admitted needing strong teachers. 
Respondents related situations like failing a writing exam 
or receiving low grades directly to poor teaching. For ex
ample, one student realized only after failing an exit exam 
that he was totally unprepared "We had to write one paper 
that semester, that's all. He didn't prepare us for the final in 
any such ~ way. I felt stupid; I dido 't want to take En
glish ever again." Perceptions about teacher apathy and in
adequacy evoked feelings of anger. frustration, and despair. 

The other domain that plays a significant role in stu
dent efficacy and enthusiasm for writing is the topic. With
out hesitation or exception. students indicated that the writ
ing assignment affected their levels of pcrfomtance and de-

Goal: 

Self-Efficacy= 
Motivation 

Factor: 

Attitudes toward 
Students 

Factor: 

Attitudes toward 
Writing 

1 

! 

I 

II 
I[ 
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sire to complete the task. When asked to describe a recent 
writing assignment, students repeatedly focused on their 
feelings about the assignment rather than on the content 
The topics were described as interesting. boring, useless. 
or difficult When asked to describe what might motivate 
people to write, the mantra returned: The Topic. Those in
terviewed indicated that choice was the number one factor 
related to the topic. Choice gave students control over in
terest level, relevance, and difficulty as well as the oppor
tunity co develop confidence. "I developed my ability (to 
write] when I was a senior in high school-when he (the 
teacher] let us do what we wanted. ... We were always 
able to pick the topic, but we had to wnte correctly." A 
similar response demonstrates how writing confidence de
pends on relevance or meaning. Students who write about 
"issues they care about-familiar topics-grow more con
fident and venture into the unknown." 

Students who were able to choose an area of interest 
liked doing the assignment and tnvariably produced a bet
ter product "If a student has an mterest in a certain topic, 
usually they ~ will excel in what they ba\'e to say." They 
wanted to write when they had confidence in their abili
ties. "If I am writing about a topic I am interested in, J tend 
to be more confident and the overall quality is beller." On 
the contrary, students find writing "awful," "difficult.'' or 
"horrible" when the topics are imposed on them. They write 
·~ust to get it over with," and the "papers are not going to 
be what the teachers expect from the students." 

Assignments that are mearungful or relate to what the 
students know were the most appealing and prolific . .. I like 
this assignment because I understood what the professor 
wanted: this one made a lot of sense.~ Students felt more 
confident in familiar territory. "Writing about what you 
know .. is easier. ·•If I don't know anything about it. I don't 
give up: but it's not my best.'' When students were gi"·en 
an opportunity to say whatever they wanted about writing. 
one student quickly replied, ' 'Have students write about 
knowledge in their field." Students found it difficult to writc 
about uninteresting. irrelevant. and unfamiliar toptcs. "It's 
a drag writing about stuff you know nothing about:· 
grumbled an informant Students were eager to write when 
they "dido 't have to struggle with the topic:· Writing about 
familiar and meaningful topics allowed students to be "more 
descriptive. to produce a better quality of wort. .. 

Conclusion 

Students want to write, they want to ex~ them
selves. and they want to improve. Thi siudy uncovcmi 
two domains and the respective factors thal affect these 
goals. These factors include the ie.acher' -..dlin~ and 
ability to pro\ide construCU\.'C criticiY!l in a caring. S&lp
portive environment: the teacher· :utitudc toward and be
lief in the student: and the tcaehcr' :ipproach directly af. 
feet motivation to write. Equal))' importAnt in de\ eloping 
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confidence and an interest in writing is the topic. Students White, E. (1985). T~~hing iYU! ~gssin& wri1in11t. San Fran-
who have some control over writing ass1gnments produce cisco, CA: Josey Bass Publishers. 
better work because they choose mtcrcsting, relevant. and 
farruliar subjects. Writing from the henrt gives students an 

Appendix A opporturuty to express themselves honestly, confidently, and 
competently. 

Recent research. as outlined in the literature nnd fur- Interview Questions 
ther reinforced by this study. point to the teacher as the key 
factor in the motivation-to-write equation. Teachers must l. How would you define or describe writing? 
provide environments conducive to learning, safe havens 
where students can gain confidence, competence, and con- 2. Tell me about a recent writing assignment 
trol over their own abilities and goals. Providing these con-
cbtions requires an open mind and a willingness to listen. 3. Describe yourself as a writer. 
Teachers will find answers to the how-to-improve-writing 
que tion by listening LO stories right from the heart. 4. Describe the feedback you receive on your writing. 
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5. What kind of feedback do you get from your insttuctors? 
Negative 
Positive ( 1) 

Both Negative and Positive (13) 

None ( 1) 

6. How were you prepared for college writing? (circle all 
that apply} 
Middle School (8) 
High School (12) 

Previous Courses (9) 
Self Taught (1) 

7. Do you feel that some people have a gift or talent for 
writing? 
Yes (14) 
No (1) 

8. Is writing well important to you? 
Yes (13) 

No 

9. Do your instructors assess your writing accurately? 
All (1) 
Most ( IO) 
Some (4) 
None 

10. Who or What motivates you to write as well as you do? 
(circle all that apply) 
Yourself (11 ) 

Your Parents (5) 

Your Peers (1) 
Your Teachers (9) 
Your Grades (12) 

~ 
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